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“It’s no coincidence that the world’s best players are pushing the
envelope of human performance in the real world as they play the
game of football on the world’s biggest stages.” Said Cristiano
Bertolucci, Head of Sports Technology. “A closer relationship with the
players means that our in-game simulation is more immersive and
has more player freedom.” The fine tuning of the AI will have a much
deeper impact in FIFA 22. “We’ve taken a 360-degree approach to
creating the next generation of Player Intelligence, both in artificial
intelligence and overall player control,” said Steven C. Sharpe, Head
of Sports Technology for EA SPORTS. “We’re thinking of it more
holistically, as a combination of what works in real life and what works
in football. The result will be more responsive in-game behavior as
well as a more natural on-ball skill set.” FIFA 22 introduces a number
of exciting new features and improvements, including: A new Career
Mode System — FIFA 22 will introduce a brand new Career mode
system designed to get players ready for life after the pitch. Players
can now develop their own personal fitness program, which unlocks
new goals and milestones within FIFA Ultimate Team, training
features, more personalized FUT Drafts and more. Players can also
play in five new leagues including Eredivisie, Ligue 1, Serie A, Spanish
La Liga, and German Bundesliga. New Matchday Camera — Camera
options for referees and coaches have been completely overhauled.
There’s a new quick camera setting for players that gives both
coaches and players a closer look at the action on the pitch. New
improvements include more detailed depth of field and a new layer of
visual and audio feedback for player and player action. It’s been
designed to give players and players a more immersive and more
exciting soccer experience. New Player Behaviour — Playing as a
midfielder has become much more dynamic. The new dribbling
system in particular has been improved. Players no longer get stuck
or become locked in place when dribbling through a defender.
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Controls for both defending and attacking have been adapted to
enhance ball control and gameplay. New and Improved AI — A
smarter, faster and more player-unpredictable AI, backed by precise
physics and more realistic player animation, looks to give players a
more strategic approach on the ball. Crosses — The ability

Features Key:

Authentic 22-year legacy featuring the latest innovations in video game technology on an all
new next-generation PlayStation 4, Playstation 3, Xbox One
A new ball takes to the pitch on a redesigned ball physics system, fully integrated into
gameplay. Reduced time between decisions (for forwards) and improved accuracy across the
pitch will deliver breakthrough speed of play, with the ball in your hands from a tackle
through to a goal
Incredible detail and authenticity. FIFA 22 features the same, living, breathing world as the
latest editions of Madden and NHL. Use high-resolution cosmetic skin and cloth detail,
ambient weather effects, crowd sounds, crowds, overall visual improvements, and of course,
the all-new next-gen Morpheus camera; which will be a marvel for players and Virtual Reality
headset owners alike
FIFA 22 introduces ‘HyperMotion Technology,’ which uses motion capture data from the 22
real-life players playing a complete high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The
data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to
power FIFA 22 gameplay.
FIFA 22 includes tools to create your own player, as well as control lineups that you can pass
down to your team
Career Mode – LIVE out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22
Extra Diverse Player Tasks & New Meaningful Player Tasks - E.g. tackling
All-New Motion Capture Technology – more precise than ever, using the new "HyperMotion"
real-life player movements captured by the amazing Advanced Camera System (ACS)
technology
Ultimate Team Mode – be a pro and lead your Ultimate Team to the top. Unlock new players
by owning them, form your dream squad and use them to dominate live opposition
Just like the First Person Shooter’s The Battlefield, try and maintain your position with your
friends on the pitch. Break free from traditional gameplay for a chance to connect to your
friends and compete with friends all around the world
The Career Mode - Put that Manager hat on and create your favorite football squad by
uploading your Ultimate Team
Career Mode your Path to Glory – Spend all your hard-earned coins upgrading 
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FIFA is the world’s premier videogame franchise and EA’s
flagship sports game. FIFA is the world’s premier videogame
franchise and EA’s flagship sports game. Why FIFA? FIFA games
offer the purest football gaming experience on any platform.
FIFA games offer the purest football gaming experience on any
platform. What’s New? Innovations in FIFA 22 include: New
Player Instinct - Choose Your Role: Introducing Player Instinct, a
revolutionary new gameplay mechanic that gives you complete
control of your player’s personality, attitude, skills and favorite
moves. Introducing Player Instinct, a revolutionary new
gameplay mechanic that gives you complete control of your
player’s personality, attitude, skills and favorite moves. Position-
Specific AI: New tactics, passing techniques, and tackling
algorithms allow your players to excel in their preferred
positions. New tactics, passing techniques, and tackling
algorithms allow your players to excel in their preferred
positions. Premier League Pass Thru: In the new FIFA Ultimate
Team™ game mode, you can now earn more money by picking
players and getting items from real-life leagues as part of the
FUT Draft, FUT Trading and FUT Draft +. In the new FIFA
Ultimate Team™ game mode, you can now earn more money by
picking players and getting items from real-life leagues as part
of the FUT Draft, FUT Trading and FUT Draft +. Improving Player
Traits and Performance Data: In-depth new player performance
data is available at all levels including real-time player
preference data and tactical analysis of the player’s
performance in comparison to their team-mates. In-depth new
player performance data is available at all levels including real-
time player preference data and tactical analysis of the player’s
performance in comparison to their team-mates. New
Goalkeeper Camera System: In FIFA 22, an improved in-game
camera system will track multiple defenders to provide a wider
field of view for your goalkeeper. In FIFA 22, an improved in-
game camera system will track multiple defenders to provide a
wider field of view for your goalkeeper. New Aggression
Behaviors: Enhanced melee animations, animations to show
when a player is offside, and the ability to block more than one
attacker per action. Enhanced melee animations, animations to
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Â Live out your dreams with FIFA 22’s Ultimate Team. Select
from the new, the legendary, and the miscellaneous – all with a
personal aesthetic. Build your dream team from over 70 million
real players, who have personal ratings, attributes, play styles,
and formation preferences. Train and scout real players from
around the world in a full system that also works with real
leagues and competitions. FUT Draft – Live out your dreams
through FIFA 22’s revamped draft. Choose from 11 different skill
positions and six positions at each position. Select your starting
XIs and set formation. Â Then go into attack, midfield, and
defence to build your team around your starting XI.
CONFIGURATIONS You can customize the game. Change the
language, create or edit Player Groupings and Job Groups, create
your own Moments, and more, and save them as a configuration
for later use. FIFA 22 now supports all 22 player groups, with
new art and animations for all players, plus new visual effects
and audio, and over 900 player names to customize. Cross-
Platform Cross Play – In addition to the host of new social
features in FIFA 22 – Friends, Seasons, Connected Competitions,
the All-Star game and more – you can now invite friends from
around the world on to FIFA 22 on Xbox One, play cross-platform
with other Xbox One players, and chat to them through the FIFA
22 app. PRODUCTION A cutting edge toolset helps create the
most immersive and varied gameplay experience possible. Using
our in-house Octane™ Runtime Engine, we’ve built a vibrant and
expansive engine that is equipped to handle massive amounts of
player data and tell a game that can have tens of thousands of
players on-screen. EVERYONE’S HOME We’ve rolled out Home
Automation features in FIFA 20, and they’re back in FIFA 22.
Social features offer a new way to interact with your friends,
while new Spaces provides a means to create your own
immersive game environments. Highlights include: • Home
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Setup – Players can now control the lights and heating in their
homes as the home for their club, or every player can create the
perfect chilled stadium for the FIFA 20 tournament on your PS4
or Xbox One. • Social Spaces – Create your own club space and
share your experiences with your club and friends through video
and photo sharing. • Create Your Own Moments – Every year we
create goals

What's new in Fifa 22:

Create a team – Whether you’re building a team from
scratch or revamping your line-up, you’ll find all the
tools you need to get started in FIFA 22. Match
Tactics – Dive even deeper into player-influenced
gameplay using new Match Tactics including Buy,
Steals, and Quick Fixes. Make everyone on your squad
a key element of your team’s success and plan ahead
by adding more tactics to an already vast toolkit.
Get explosive – A compilation of the most explosive
moves in franchise history including a brand new
dribble – the move we’ve been working on to replace
the much-loved “weird foot”. Explosive drills and big-
time finishing power allow for more creativity and
options to create offensive plays like never before.
Adjust any pitch – An all-new pitch surface engine
allowing for a range of pitches from grass and clay to
sand and chalk.
Essential Reinforcements – When you need to catch up
with the opponents, a new Squad Builder will help you
speed up the process of building your perfect 11. New
transfer model – Train and develop your squad in our
new update of the Player Impact Engine, which makes
your squad respond to your tactics. You’ll notice the
momentum of your players’ performances, as well as
how much they improve with game time.
Design your stadium – Stadia round the world are
almost as varied as players, and no two are built the
same. A large stadium with flexibility to adapt for
your team means more possibilities.
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Play anywhere – The complete list of new stadiums
are available on the New Crop tab in the Create-a-Club
menu.
Fight with or against your virtual teammates – Tackles
and tackles in pads are now more intricate, and
virtual opponents react to head contact in different
ways than ever before. Match goal celebrations are
now fully customizable so you are free to show off
your personality.
Additional bonus moments – Take on the new
challenges in Brazil, get ready for the new Octopus
Challenge, and celebrate key achievements in FIFA
Ultimate Team with the new Multiplayer Moments.
Upgraded online store – Purchase items directly from
the new online store – we’ve incorporated the full
suite of customisation options including recolours,
uniforms, and authentic kit.
Career mode – Stroll through the streets of a block-by 

Download Fifa 22

EA SPORTS FIFA, FIFA, FIFA World Cup™ and the
FIFA World Cup logo are trademarks of Electronic
Arts Inc. or its subsidiaries. Powered by Football™,
EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 brings the game even closer to
the real thing with fundamental gameplay advances
and a new season of innovation across every mode.
In FIFA 22, the explosive debut campaign that
evokes the energy and passion of the biggest
moments in FIFA World Cups history delivers true-to-
life emotion and a completely new connection to the
world’s biggest event. A new era begins in FIFA,
with new features including all-new Player
Intelligence, new dribbling controls and changes to
the on-pitch experience. The same core gameplay
mechanics that earned acclaim in FIFA 17 also
remain. Season of FIFA World Cups The all-new,
highly realistic gameplay engine behind FIFA, EA
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SPORTS FIFA football club management, real-world
feedback and new animation technology give players
unprecedented freedom and control of how the
world’s most thrilling tournament unfolds. Football
clubs now have even more detailed skills of players,
managers and transfers in FIFA, which better
represents a real world with live match information
updates during the season. Player Intelligence EA
SPORTS Football Club™ gives players a dynamic,
real-life experience with true-to-life simulation of
players, clubs and fans, as well as the ability to take
charge of a world-class squad, and compete in the
ultimate global football tournament. The all-new
Player Intelligence engine will provide an
unprecedented level of player intelligence, as
players from around the world evolve on the pitch
with new animations, reactions and movement to
make every play come alive. In order to achieve this,
a new physics-based animation model has been
created to provide unprecedented realism, allowing
players to feel the strain and fatigue of each
matchday. EA SPORTS Football Club™ improves upon
the FIFA club management experience by adding an
enhanced experience and functionality that is
relevant to the new season of FIFA World Cups. EA
SPORTS Football Club™ allows players to take
charge of a club, manage the squad, recruit and
train players, set team tactics, develop a squad for
the new season, create marketing campaigns,
conduct commercial deals, collaborate with new
manager’s actions and reject offers from rival clubs.
A new 11-a-side game mode, competitions and
league format highlight the new season of FIFA
World Cups. Take charge of the most competitive
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Rename the file FIFA22.rar to
“FIFA22_UnInstaller.exe”
Run the exe file
Follow the instructions.
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
2.0GHz or better Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9 graphics card (1 GB RAM or better
recommended) Storage: 10MB free hard drive space
Additional Notes: Windows Vista users can also
download the Windows 7 version of the game.
Download of the game requires either an original
retail or digital version of the game. Additional
information regarding the game can be found on the
�
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